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the games scene is based on the original version of the game. in it, the zombies attack the city and proceed to your house with the desire to eat your own brain. as a house owner, the players task is to plant special crops to kill the zombies before they reach the door. then you accidentally get lost in the past, and in ancient egypt, you find 10 keys across space, bringing you the whole house to many different lands in the past and future like the pirate sea, mysterious city, etc. each land is usually composed of 25 to 38 levels with increasing difficulty. so the players can use the defenses including plants, foods, and many more to destroy the zombies and the
trees in the land. there are five types of zombies, which have four different models. to build your own defense, the players should choose plants and foods, to achieve a successful defense and survive. plants vs. zombies 2 is a free to play game, that means that there are no charges or purchases of resources that you need to pay for. in the gameplay, players are required to try to grow their own plants, which require you to have enough money. plants vs zombies 2 is the hilarious sequel to the award winning game plants vs zombies, featuring more than 75 unique plants, each with their own special power, to defend your house against the zombie invasion. in
addition to the original cast of plant heroes, the sequel introduces crazy dave, the bumbling gardener who joins the fight to save his lily-pad-shaped hometown from the zombie onslaught. features: * 75 plants with unique abilities, and more than 50 levels of extra-humongous fun! * crazy dave, the bumbling gardener who joins the fight to save his lily-pad-shaped hometown from the zombie onslaught. * 5 game-modes, with a completely new theme each, to suit your playstyle: campaign, survival, garden ops, versus and arcade. * earn trophies as you play for even more ways to show off your skills! * fully customizable controls that you can tailor to your liking,

from gamepad to keyboard, and more. * gorgeous hd graphics and animation that bring the plants to life like never before! * adjustments to both touch controls and gamepad controls for all types of players. * game center leaderboards, achievements and icloud support. * an intuitive, easy to learn ui with a clean, clutter-free user interface. * compatible with iphone, ipod touch and ipad! * wtf! zombies?!
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EXPLORE A SURVIVAL AREA YOU NEVER KNEW EXISTED Crush any zombies who dares step foot on your precious lawn, then use the special plants you collected to construct everything from windmills and rocket launchers to bamboo submarines and sniper towers.
EXECUTE ZOMBIE-CRUSHING FUN AND CRAFTY REWARDS Lawn tricks like the eye-twisting Flame Chomp and tsundere Snow Guava are just a few of the devious battle tactics at your disposal. Win mini-games to earn special rewards, like extra moves with Sunflower
or diamonds with Pea. Grow plants for even more innovative uses, like a nuke-sphere around a Lava Guava or a catapult in a Sunflower. COMPETE WITH FRIENDS IN TOURNAMENT-STYLE GAMES Compete against players around the world on the leaderboards, collect
stars, and prove that your lawn is the best. Play mini-games to show off your skills, like spinner spades with Snow Guava or freeze the zombies with Icy Pea. Game Features * Test your skills in more than 30 levels! Use special plants to level up, set off turf-wars, and

crush zombies! * Take on players from around the world on the Best of the Big O leaderboards! * Test your knowledge of the world, with reference to a variety of different sources! * Plan your strategy with help from a helpful in-game encyclopedia! * Share your
progress on Facebook! * Preload now on iPhone App Store for easier download! In this version the game costs $ 9.99. Consider this a giveaway or demo. However, I like to give credit when due, so feel free to download the full version. All you have to do is share the

post this game with your friends on social networks and you will receive 35% discount and bonus items. 5ec8ef588b
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